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Statement

UAE-ISRAEL DEAL:
US - ZIONIST MOVE FOR NEW HEGEMONIC ALIGNMENTS
The deal struck by Zionist Israel and United Arab Emirates on 13th of this month is the fruit of the US Zionist plan. The terms of this US brokered agreement consist of formal normalisation of diplomatic
relations from the part of the UAE and suspension of plan of annexation of occupied territories in west bank
from the part of Zionist Israel. It was a deal resulted by the strategic move made by US-Zionist axis for
furthering hegemonic alignments in middle east and central Asia; targeting Iran in particular and aiming at
larger sphere of dominance in the region in general. More Arab countries may fall into this snare in coming
days.
The Arab countries one by one now get dwarfed into the ambit of sectarian 'Sunni - hub', after the Afghan
and Gulf Wars, resulted by meticulous design and handiwork of US imperialism and it's departments of war
and espionage. They have now almost gone through a malicious metamorphosis stooping to total
capitulation to the worst caprices of petro-dollar. The conflicts in the Oil market and the rising prospects of
natural gas have made them subjugate to the imperialist masters. They betrayed their palestinian brothers
while embracing their earlier foes.
Both Netanyahu and Trump added this gain to their arsenal for respective electoral battles at home in
which they were struggling badly; but, this unholy alliance may cleve a deep devide in the region igniting
belligerence and fanning fire of war.
As servitude to imperialism cuts through the natural bond of Arab nationalism and exploits the religious
fanatic sectarianism, Anti-imperialism becomes the vow for the relentless fight for Palestine. We hold on to
that vow with our banner and stand with Palestine ever.
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